NEST Telephony Overview

Telephony
Network Engineering & Simulation Tool
NEST Telephony is an integrated workbench for
the simulation and planning of very large scale
PSTN Networks
NEST Telephony provides a global modeling approach to
estimate the grade of service of very large telephone networks.

A Powerful Simulation Kernel
A voice network is a complex circuit switched network with trunk
groups and circuits. Call blocking and rerouting mechanisms are
certainly the most noticeable phenomenon in circuit-switched
networks. Traffic modeling aims at computing the best estimate
of network resources blocking, trunk blocking, carried traffics,
signaling loads, and global end-to-end Grade of Service.
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In collaboration with the LAAS Research Laboratory, QoS Design
have worked on conceiving new superior mathematical models
(Differential Traffic Modeling Theory) for large telephone
networks. Based on this unique modeling approach, NEST
Telephony is the QoS Design's solution for the performance
analysis and optimization of circuit-switched networks. It
computes the Grade of Service of a voice network with a high
accuracy and in very short times compared to other approaches.
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Complex Routing Plans
The modeling kernel is able to take into account complex routing
plan combining:
¾ Load-sharing on primary routes,
¾ Multiple overflows,
¾ Load-sharing on overflow routes,
¾ Cross-overflows,
¾ Crankback ,
¾ 'ARNE flag'-based routings,
¾ Single and bi-directional trunks,

NEST Telephony Overview
NEST Telephony General Features
NEST Telephony allows planners to efficiently monitor the
network and project forward on a timely basis ensuring
service levels remain high while saving costs. It has been
designed to meet the essential telephone operator needs. It
provides:
Node-to-node traffic matrix import,
Traffic routing and traffic overflows handling,
Grade of Service computation,
BHCA (Busy Hour Call Attempts) computation and
estimation of SS7 signaling traffic between telephone
exchanges,
¾ Capacity planning.
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Using NEST,
our network
planning process
has been reduced
from weeks to
days and we have
developed a
richness in
analysis and
reporting which
is now one of our
most valuable
asset …

Moreover, NEST Telephony has been designed to be tightly
coupled with NEST IP-MPLS in order to allow the accurate
modeling of the switch-over of voice calls to an end-to-end IP
based network.
The planner can forecast the consequences of the large scale
migration of voice and other PSTN based services to a single
converged multi-service IP based network.
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The NEST Telephony Kernel have been integrated in the
NEtwork MOdelling System (NEMOS) of British Telecom
Wholesale: a huge system with millions of traffic flows, over 1
million routes, more than 10000 trunks and more than 1000
switching nodes.
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